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What would you do if you suddenly found yourself twenty-five years in the past? For the nine billion
people living in the year 2042 itâ€™s no longer a questionâ€¦itâ€™s a reality.When a seemingly
simple experiment goes disastrously wrong, James Baston finds himself stranded in the past
alongside the rest of mankind. Here the old are young once more, the dead live again, and
civilization is in chaos.With the fate of humanity on the line, James must join a hastily assembled
group of scientists, a reincarnated murder victim, and a genius trapped in her six-year-old body to
reconcile the earlier mistakes of their future counterparts. The team struggles to prevent global
extinction, and along the way they come face-to-face with their past losses, new loves, and a
cold-blooded killer. As the team plummets toward a final confrontation, will they be able to undo
timeâ€™s unraveling in order to save the human race?Revised edition: this edition of Toward
Yesterday includes editorial revisions.
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So, once again, for the 7 billionth time in science fiction, a brilliant scientist (you know, distinguished,
silver haired, white lab coat) working on some super-high-tech contraption flips a switch and -

BLAMMO! - he plunges the entire planet into chaos!I hate it when that happens. Well, I guess it can
be okay if the situation results in some thrilling science fiction fun -- and I will grant there is some of
that in this worthy effort, TOWARDS YESTERDAY, which is a first-time novel venture for writer and
journalist PAUL ANTONY JONES.There is much to like, but equally as much to criticize in this
attempt to write a fast-paced, pot-boiling sci-fi yarn very much in the tradition of Dean R. Koontz,
although this offering blows a tad more technological, whereas Koontz leans more toward horror.In
brief, this is a time travel scenario in which the entire human race gets thrust 25 years back in time
by an experiment with tachyon particles that goes badly awry. The situation offers plenty of
opportunity for interesting premises - such as the dead being "revitalized" when they are allowed to
wake up again 25 years in the past. Old people are young and vigorous again. Widowed husbands
are joyfully reunited with dead wives, a man gets to see his long-dead child alive again. And this is
juicy: Adults suddenly find themselves back in their childhood bodies, but with their grown up minds
and memories all intact! Nice!But the shock of the sudden and inexplicable time quake also creates
societal chaos and a period of readjustment, forcing all of humanity to come to grips with a
mind-numbing set of circumstances. The calendar gets instantly dialed back from year 2042 to
2018. Yow!
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